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 U.S. Drinking Water Crisis

 Common Explanation
 Local govt’s face tight budgets  cheaper, but worse, water infrastructure

 However…
 Tight budgets are a universal problem: why are some cities—but not others–

still able to provide clean water?
 We have a poor understanding of the root causes of drinking water pollution

Motivation

Flint, Michigan Amer. Society of Civil Eng.Water Pollution (EPA)



 U.S. drinking water crisis can be partly traced back to the 
collapse of municipal bond insurance

Part 1 of 3: Public water infrastructure financed by municipal debt, increasingly insured 
 Small number of AAA-rated insurers, mitigate muni financing frictions

 1990’s: some–but not all—insurers back securitized 
financial products (e.g. RMBS), unrelated to muni bonds
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 U.S. drinking water crisis can be partly traced back to the 
collapse of municipal bond insurance in 2007

Part 2 of 3: Negative shocks to insurers worsen municipal financing frictions
 Heterogeneous effects across municipalities, 
depending on insurers

Identification: Exploit pre-2007 variation in insurers across municipalities
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Findings
Part 3 of 3: More negative shock to insurers  municipal…

Borrowing Costs Debt Amounts

Infrastructure Investment Water Pollution



Findings
Part 3 of 3: More negative shock to insurers  municipal…

Borrowing Costs Debt Amounts

Infrastructure Investment Water Pollution

Higher Borrowing Costs Lower Debt Amounts

Greater Water PollutionLower Infrastructure Investment

 shows how water pollution can be traced back to financial market failures



Background
• Public drinking water supplied by local government, and governed by federal 

law: EPA 1974 Safe Drinking Water Act

• Infrastructure financing sources: municipal debt (86% revenue bonds), tax 
revenues, water service fees

• Revenue bonds restricted to projects
• General obligation bonds can be spread across projects
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1. Bond Insurance as signalling
device (Thakor 1982)

2. Negative shock to insurer -> 
reduce municipal pledgeable income

3. No perfect substitute for insurance
Credit ratings x
Disclosure rules x
Insurance requires 
expertise and capital x

4. Municipal limits to internal 
capital reallocation: revenue 
vs. general obligation bonds 

5. Gov’t public good objective function 
sensitive to financing frictions



Empirics
Empirical Predictions: Negative shock to insurers  municipalities

Identification:

 9 insurers downgraded after 2007 (e.g. MBIA); 2 firms remain AAA (e.g. FSA)
 Exploit heterogeneity in pre-2007 municipality-insurer pairs
 Assumption: Insurance shock exogenous to municipal characteristics
 Compare municipalities with above vs. below median (53%) exposure to downgraded insurers

Null Hypothesis: Municipal borrowing costs & investment unaffected by bond 
insurance shocks
 Theoretically compelling: muni market may be frictionless in practice, and muni default is rare!

Outcome = β*Treatment + Controls + e  (“Diff-in-Diff”)
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“Treatment vs. Control”



Treatment vs. Control Statistics



Finding 1: Borrowing Costs

Interest Rate (weighted) = β*Downgrade + Controls + Year FE + County FE + e

Municipalites in our sample face higher borrowing costs: 5.16% to 5.3%



Finding 2: Debt Issuance

Log(Debt Issuance Size) = β*Downgrade + Controls + Year FE + County FE + e

Municipalites in our sample raise $1.5 billion less per year



Finding 3: Water Infrastructure Investment

Log(Investment) = β*Downgrade + Controls + Year FE + County FE + e

Municipalites in our sample invest $274 million less per year on water infrastructure 



Finding 4: Water Pollution

Log EPA Health Violations = β*Downgrade + Controls + Year FE + County FE + e

Municipalites in our sample face 165 more water violations per year
Equivalently, 458,433 more people are exposed to an additional violation



Alternative Explanations
Causality: Results driven by general economic decline (i.e. recession)?

1. Prior to shock, control & treatment share similar characteristics / trajectories

2. After the shock, similar general outcomes: 

Population growth, property taxes, & drinking water service revenues

3. Results for revenue bonds, not general obligation bonds

G.O. bonds more reflective of general economic conditions

 General decline across both treatment and control; cannot explain findings

Mechanism/Friction: Bond insurance also has tax and/or regulatory benefits?

4. Taxes – Mixed evidence (similar for long vs. short maturity bonds)

5. Regulation – Mutual funds, insurance companies don’t change muni holdings 

(Bergstresser et al. 2010)

 Evidence most strongly supportive of asymmetric information frictions



 Question: What are the root causes of the U.S. drinking water crisis? 

 Answer: Collapse of municipal bond insurance a leading cause

 Takeaways:
 Real consequences to bond insurance shocks / financing frictions
 Public good provision traced back to financial market failures
 More research examining municipal balance sheets

Conclusion



Alternative Explanations

Log Population = β*Downgrade + Controls + Year FE + County FE + e

Back



Alternative Explanations

Log Property Taxes = β*Downgrade + Controls + Year FE + County FE + e

Back



Alternative Explanations

Log Revenues= β*Downgrade + Controls + Year FE + County FE + e

Back



Alternative Explanations

GO Bonds (Yield regression)

Back



Mechanism: Signaling Quality (per-capita property tax)

Suggestive evidence in support of signaling theory (Thakor 1982)



Mechanism: Tax benefit (years to maturity)

Mixed evidence for tax channel (Nanda and Singh 2004)


